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SPIN DRIFT DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION
Spintronics is the study and exploitation of the spin of an electron and its associated magnetic moment.

Before incorporating nuclear field gradients, we first examined spin dynamics without nuclear fields present
To model the spin dynamics, we set out to solve the spin drift diffusion equation in one dimension:

Analytic solutions were found for arbitrary field and any initial spin orientation at the origin
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Pure spin transport occurs when equal amounts of spin up and spin down electrons are travelling in opposite
directions, producing a net charge current of zero.
A common method by which spin currents are generated is the Spin Hall Effect which relies on the spin-orbit
interaction. There is also an Inverse Spin Hall Effect which entails the creation of an electrical current that is
perpendicular to a spin polarized current.
In this work, we predict the generation of spin/charge currents from gradients in nuclear fields. The mechanism
is akin to the famous Stern Gerlach effect.
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In the special case of magnetic field along z and the spin being
along x at the origin, we recover results derived earlier
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These results are plotted on the right.
The spin drift diffusion equations can also be solved, in the
steady state, when a nuclear field is present. The solutions are
numerical in that case.
We derive new spin and charge drift diffusion equations when
there is a generic magnetic field gradient.
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Large nuclear fields, induced by the hyperfine interaction, are known to influence spin transport characteristics
in n-GaAs [1,2,3]. Nuclear fields are added to the spin drift-diffusion equation and the resulting spin
distributions are calculated. Various boundary conditions are assumed in order to model various experimental
arrangements Due to the complicated nature of the nuclear field, the steady state spin drift-diffusion equations
are non-linear and must be solved numerically. In this work, we examine solutions for the spin distribution and
spin current in the presence of a nuclear field. Lastly, the effect of magnetic field gradients on steady state spin
are explored to show how these gradients affect spin distributions.

NUCLEAR FIELDS
The interaction between an electron and nuclear spin is in part described by the Fermi contact potential
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Steady state

CONCLUSION

transient

We have generalized spin and charge drift diffusion
equations to account for magnetic fields gradient. Our
results show that up and down spins separate when there is
an initial charge impulse. When there is an initial spin
impulse, non-uniform charge is induced.
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